Cognitive Radios (CRs) use dynamic threshold estimation (DTE) techniques to better detect primary user signals under noise uncertainty regimes. However, DTE techniques have rarely been compared before, particularly under the one tier CR network (CRN) model, making it difficult to assess their comparative performance characteristics under this regime. Thus, in this paper, we have investigated the performance of some notable DTE methods under the one-tier CRN model. We used the auction game model in our investigation to compare fairly the spectrum efficiency performance of each technique. Our findings show that DTEs generally perform better than the fixed threshold method particularly under unpredictable noise uncertainty regimes. Our results show further that the channel utilization (CU) rate of the fixed threshold method, popularly used by researchers, plummets by 50.26% for a 1 dB increase in the noise uncertainty level, while the CU rate of the DTE techniques interestingly increased by an average of 4%. Our investigation will enable CR Engineers to better understand the performance characteristics of DTE techniques under the one-tier CRN model.
Introduction
Recently, the need to improve user perceived quality of service (QoS) in newer wireless technologies has increased the demand for more radio spectrum. This demand is worrisome for many wireless industry players because of the obvious lack of more spectrums to allocate to new wireless technologies, which may eventually degrade wireless QoS in the end. In this regard, researchers have suggested the need to exploit existing but underutilized spectra, called whitespaces (or spectrum holes) [1] [2] towards improving QoS. To achieve this, many consider Cognitive Radio (CR) as the candidate technology to exploit these whitespaces in order to enhance user perceived QoS in new wireless technologies. CR detects the presence or absence of Primary User (PU) signals in a channel and either uses the free channel to communicate (if PU signals are absent) or vacates the channel quickly enough (if PU signals are present) to prevent interference [3] [4] [5] .
There are many techniques for spectrum sensing (SS) in CR including the Cyclostationary, Matched Filter, Compressed sensing, and the Energy Detection (ED) methods. However, many authors widely designate the ED as the most viable method because it provides the lowest computational complexity and it is the simplest approach amongst all [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The ED does not require prior knowledge of the PU signal waveform, thus making it a suitable blind SS technique for CR [6] . Nevertheless, noise variations and dynamic spectra conditions in the communication channel often limit the ED's performance because of their dependence on static thresholds [11] . Consequently, recent studies have proposed the use of dynamic threshold estimation (DTE) methods in order to improve the ED's robustness to noise uncertainties.
In this paper, we have investigated the performance of some notable DTE techniques under the one tier CRN model including the Modified Otsu method, Forward Consecutive Mean Excision (FCME), Recursive One sided Hypothesis Testing (ROHT) and the First Order Statistical Technique (FOST). Since the one tier CRN refers to the basic CRN model wherein secondary users simply transmit opportunistically in a PU band, thus, we considered it worthwhile to commence our investigation of DTE techniques based on this basic model of a CRN. We used the auction game model in order to provide a fair chance to all available users in the CRN, which further guarantees improved spectrum efficiency. The auction game model allows the user with the highest utility metric to use the spectrum first and subsequent users then follow in respect of their utility values. The DTE techniques considered here typically require less than two parameters to be tuned making them quite simple and viable methods. Following our findings, we pose the contributions of this paper as follows: 1) We investigate for the first time the performance of DTE techniques using the auction game model for the one-tier CRN.
2) We provide statistical results that demonstrate the better performance of DTE techniques over the fixed threshold method.
3) Our results reveal particular conditions under which the different DTE techniques may best perform, thus enabling the CR Engineer to apply and develop better systems for CR applications.
We organise the rest of this paper as follows: Section 2 provides a brief review of related works while Section 3 describes the system model, and Section 4 de- 
Relate Work
Many studies have proposed a number of DTE methods and we discuss a few to motivate our research. Authors in [12] proposed the double threshold method. It has two pre-fixed threshold values used to detect PU signals. Essentially, the double threshold method detects a signal only when the signal's energy surpasses the two pre-fixed threshold values. However, the study in [12] only compared the double threshold method with the fixed threshold method and not with other adaptive threshold methods. This limits our understanding of its comparative performance characteristics. In [13] , authors developed the adaptive double threshold method, which is an upgrade to the approach in [12] . In [13] , authors compared their method only with the ordinary double threshold method and the adaptive spectrum sensing method under noise uncertainty, and not with other adaptive methods. Authors in [14] introduced the idea of hierarchal cooperative spectrum sensing. Similar to the double threshold methods discussed in [12] [13]. They proposed the concept of soft combination of the observed energy falling between the two thresholds [14] . 
System Model
We considered the Energy Detection (ED) method as the basis for our investigation. The DTE methods we considered were deployed in the ED and their respective performances were investigated. We used the auction game model to optimize the transmission opportunities of users in the one tier CRN. We show in Figure 1 the overall system model including its three basic sections: the energy detector section, the automatic/dynamic threshold estimator block and the auction game model block based on the one tier CRN. The input signals were processed by the ED block beginning with the band pass filter that determines the channel of interest. In the band pass filter, we fixed the band of the channel by setting the lower and upper input signal frequency of the ED. The ED then down-converts the band-passed signals to lower intermediate frequency bands and digitizes these signals in the analogue to digital converter (ADC) block. It computes the signal energy using the k-point Fast 
where,  is the observation interval. In order to determine whether the channel is vacant or not, the signal energy measured in (2) is compared to the threshold value λ . The absence or presence of PU signals in a channel is de-
where, 0  denotes the noise only spectrum (PU signal is absent) and 1  represents the signal plus noise condition or the presence of PU signal in the channel.
We used the probability of detection   and the probability of false alarm   to analyse the performance of the detector based on the different DTE methods. Both the   and the   are mathematically described as:
The threshold value λ needs to be carefully selected in order to achieve a balance between the   and   rate. Since the threshold is highly susceptible to changes in the noise level, which may limit the ED's performance, thus we investigated the use of DTE methods. We investigated four different DTE techniques namely: the Modified Otsu algorithm, ROHT, FOST and the FCME techniques, which we shall explain further in Section 4.
Dynamic Threshold Techniques and the Auction Game Model

Dynamic Threshold Techniques
There are various dynamic thresholding techniques and we investigated the following methods.
Recursive One-Sided Hypothesis Testing (ROHT)
The ROHT algorithm recursively estimates an appropriate threshold value for According to [32] , the ROHT algorithm initializes the set of measured signal samples as an empty set, S₀. It then computes an initial decision threshold using 
First Order Statistical Technique (FOST)
The FOST shares a degree of similarity to the ROHT algorithm. The FOST uses the same threshold function as the ROHT algorithm but excludes its recursive mechanism [36] . Thus, the ROHT algorithm reduces to the FOST when it is iterated only once. Consequently, the FOST is a faster version of the ROHT algorithm. We considered the FOST in order to analyse how its speed may affect threshold performance in the one-tier CRN model. 
Forward Consecutive Mean Excision (FCME)
The FCME algorithm is an efficient, effective and simple algorithm and it has been used extensively in different CR applications. We depict the FCME algorithm in Figure 3 . According to [23] , the FCME algorithm accepts the estimated energy samples ( ) iterates until an outlier is found, which terminates the algorithm and converges to a final λ value.
Modified Otsu's Algorithm
The Modified Otsu's algorithm (MOA) is an adaptive and autonomous threshold estimation technique proposed in [35] for CR application. Essentially, the MOA achieves an averagely lower false alarm rate as compared to the original version proposed in [32] . It is independent of the bandwidth size and has a total complexity of O(N) where N is the total sample size. The MOA provides complete and automatic blind spectrum sensing for CR applications. For these reasons, we considered the MOA in our investigation. However, for further details of its function, we kindly refer our readers to [35] .
Auction Game Model
We describe the auction game model used in the one tier CRN to ensure that all users get a fair chance to use the spectrum. The auction game model considers all users as cognitive radio users and allows them to sense the spectrum for possible transmission [40] . After sensing, users make a collaborative decision on the Figure 3 . The FCME algorithm. and users are allotted the available channels depending upon the maximum utility metric. We describe each metric in the auction game model as follows.
Detection Metric
Detection metrics used are the probability of detection   and the probability of false alarm   . The   denotes the probability of detecting the primary user by a secondary user in a channel while the   denotes the probability of wrongly alarming the presence of the primary user in a channel when it is not present. Mathematically,   and   for each channel and for each user is expressed as:
where λ is the threshold value obtained using the DTE, while µ and ω are the signal and noise values, respectively.
Decision Matrix
The decision matrix is used to decide whether the primary users are present or not. The decision matrix where K is the total number of cognitive radio users in the system that want to transmit, and ξ represents the overall sum of the decision of each user per channel. The decision matrix gives the result in the form of "1" or "0" for the presence or absence of the PU signal.
Channel Availability Vector
The channel availability vector A comprises of the available channels for the transmission of the secondary users. This vector depends on the decision matrix as well as on the "n-out of-k" voting rule [35] . The channel availability vector is expressed as:
We considered n = 0.5 in our investigation, that is, the channel is considered free if 50% of the entire users in the CRN vote that the channel is free.
Reward Payoff Matrix
The reward payoff matrix π is defined as the payoff received by a user for 
Here B is the total bandwidth while SNR is the signal to noise ratio for each user transmitting on a channel and c N is the total number of channels.
Price Vector
The price vector θ denotes the price that a user pays to obtain a particular channel for transmission and it is obtained as:
where G is the gain of each user for each channel and the φ represents the urgency of transmission, which depends on the number of packets a user needs to transmit. The value of φ can be randomly chosen per user between 0.1 and 0.9 where 0.1 indicates the highest priority and 0.9 indicates the lowest priority of the user for the transmission.
Utility Function
The auction game chooses the user and the channel that pays the minimum price and the maximum reward. Thus, the aim is to maximize the utility function Ω expressed as:
Two additional parameters are taken into the consideration namely the Channel utilization (CU) and the User Service Rate (USR). The CU indicates in percentages how many channels are being utilized after applying the auction game model and the USR indicates how much the auction model serves the users. Both of these parameters are very important as far as the transmission is taken into the consideration because these helps us to know which among the many dynamic thresholding techniques is better performing considering the one-tier cognitive radio network.
Results and Discussion
In this section, we present and discuss the results obtained from simulations conducted using the different DTE techniques under the one-tier CRN based on the auction game model. We compared these DTE techniques with the fixed threshold method to show the performance limit of the fixed method under noise uncertainty conditions. We considered four different metrics namely the probability of detection, probability of false alarm, channel utilization rate and the user service rate to analyse each technique. We investigated each technique to understand their respective performances under the noise-only and signal-plus-noise
Performance in the Noise Only Condition, 0 
In the noise-only condition, there is an absence of signals that results in the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of SNR = 0 dB. This implies that we analysed only the probability of false alarm since no signals can be detected in this case. In Table   1 , results show that when the spectra data contains only noise samples without any uncertainty (i.e. noise uncertainty = 0 dB), then the channel utilisation rate (CU) under the fixed threshold method is 100%. This implies that the entire channel is free and is fully utilized by the users in the network. This case occurred in our experiments because the fixed threshold value was configured at the noise level without noise uncertainty. Nevertheless, this ideal condition rarely occurs in real-life because noise uncertainties do always occur in communication systems. Consequently, we studied the case of noise uncertainties with results provided in Table 1 and Table 2 . Observe that the CU and user service rate (USR) of the fixed method drops to 49.74% and 38.82% respectively when the noise uncertainty changes from 0 dB to 1 dB. This drop in the CU rate of the fixed threshold method from 100% to 49.74% indicates that the performance of the fixed threshold method plummets by 50.26% when the noise uncertainty level was increased only from 0 dB to 1 dB. Notice further that the CU rate of the fixed threshold method decreased continuously by about 50% as we increased the noise uncertainty level by 1 dB (see Table 1 and Table 2 ). This implies that the fixed threshold method cannot be effective in noise uncertainty regimes. On the other hand, notice that the CU of each DTE increased as the noise uncer- This implies that users will benefit more from using DTEs such as the ROHT, FOST, FCME over the fixed threshold method. We also considered the probability of the false alarm, which was lowest for the ROHT and FOST methods. This implies that these methods can be trusted in applications that require maximum spectra utilization at the expense of PU interference.
We considered conditions with increasing noise uncertainty rates and present our results in Table 2 . As expected, the CU reduces drastically for the fixed threshold technique but remains almost constant for the ROHT, FOST and the Modified Otsu technique. For the FCME, the CU increased by approximately 10%. Analysing the USR, it remains almost the same for the ROHT, FCME, FOST and for the Modified Otsu methods. However, the USR decreased by 4%
for the fixed threshold technique. The lowest   is experienced by the ROHT.
Thus we concluded that as the noise uncertainty increases the performance of the fixed threshold technique reduces drastically. However, the ROHT, FOST, FCME and the Modified Otsu techniques maintain their overall performance.
Furthermore, we show in Table 2 that the performance of the fixed threshold method decreases steadily with increase in noise uncertainty, which indicates that the fixed threshold method is not ideal for the energy detector even under the auction game model. Thus, DTE techniques like the ROHT, FOST, FCME and the Modified Otsu algorithm play a very significant role in improving the overall performance of the energy detector. It is indicated in Table 1 and Table 2 

In the signal plus noise condition, the interference level to the PU becomes an important parameter. From Table 3 , it is seen that the fixed threshold technique performs least based on its channel utilisation (CU) rate. It utilises only 20% of the entire channel. In addition, only 10% of the users are served using this technique via the application of the auction game model. These results imply that the fixed threshold method may remain undependable even in the signal plus noise conditions and we advise against its use in the ED. The ROHT provides the best performance based on its USR of 30% as analysed from Table 3 .
The FOST and the Modified Otsu technique performed similarly in terms of their CU rates. Both techniques utilised the channel more efficiently, however, their USR falls below 50%. The FCME technique failed to utilise maximally the channel based on its low CU and the USR. Considering the probabilities of false alarm, the ROHT had the least and the fixed technique had the highest probability. As we increased the noise uncertainty as shown in Table 4 , only the performance of the fixed threshold technique deteriorated while other techniques maintained good CU and USR rates. However, except the FCME technique, the probability of false alarm increased for all other techniques. Thus for the present case, we can conclude that the ROHT provides the best performance for the auction game model based one tier CRN. Table 4 provides the performance of different algorithms using different SNR values. Beginning with the low SNR values, that is, at SNR = 3 dB, both the ROHT and the FOST techniques performed well based on their CU rates and USR, which was greater than 40%. The Modified Otsu algorithm performed comparably to the ROHT and the FOST, however, the FCME technique performed least providing low CU and USR rates. The FCME algorithm may have performed poorly because of its highly sensitive parameter values, whose values may not have been suitable for this use-case. Since we used the same FCME parameter values in the noise only case for the signal plus noise case, we note that this may have been a drawback for the FCME algorithm. Consequently, users may always need to change the FCME parameters whenever the sensing conditions change, which is not realistic, thus limiting the FCME's performance.
Thus, there is need to adapt automatically the parameters of the FCME algorithm and perhaps other DTEs too. By increasing the SNR, the ROHT and the FOST techniques maintained their performance levels in terms of their CUs albeit with an irregular USR behaviour (as in Table 4 ), which increased and decreased abnormally. At the time of our experiments, we could only attribute this irregularity of the ROHT and FOST methods to the increasing and decreasing variance in the dataset, noting that the variance is a major variable used by both methods to compute threshold values. The Modified Otsu algorithm performed well in terms of its CU and USR even as the SNR values were increased. The FCME algorithm also performed well until the SNR = 5 dB was reached. Based on the results obtained, the ROHT technique provided the lowest probability of false alarm considering all SNR values thus been the best performer.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have analysed the performance of some dynamic threshold estimation (DTE) techniques under both noise-only and signal-plus-noise conditions using the auction game model based on the one-tier CRN. We reveal that when the auction game model is used to optimize the one tier CRN, the ROHT technique provides the best DTE performance in terms of its high channel utilization (CU), user service rate (USR) and its low probability of false alarm. Our analysis showed that the fixed threshold technique performed well only under the zero noise-uncertainty level, which usually does not exist in real-life situations. In future works, we will extend our study to investigate more DTE techniques using the auction game model for the two tier CRNs.
